


TREES ARE WHAT WE DO AND LOVE!

Twilight Trees have an extensive range of trees for hire 
and are renowned for their exceptional quality and 
attention to detail. Whether you are looking for LED 
trees, large scale florals or a magical winter wonderland, 
Twilight Trees will help make your event unique and 
simply unforgettable. 

Used for weddings, private parties, corporate events, 
festivals, commercial locations and visual merchandising 
projects; Twilight Trees provide a cost-
effective LED lighting and faux tree solution on a short 
or long-term hire basis. We’ve worked on movie sets 
and in shopping centres, graced the likes of Somerset 
House, the Natural History Museum, prestigious hotels 
and The Burlington Arcade. 

From the initial planning to the final installation we work 
closely with individuals, event organisers, florists, 
architects and specialist lighting designers. Our design 
team will create the layout or work to complement a 
choreographed design solution to create maximum 
impact. For long term rentals, branch colours can be 
changed to suit the season.

In this rental document, we have provided you with a 
price per tree for an event (circa 24 hours) to give you 
an indication of cost but please consider there are also 
delivery, set up and return costs to add. We deliver the 
trees within the UK and are equipped to work 
internationally. Our quotes are dependent on quantity 
and size of trees, distance and manpower required. For 
a quote tailored to your specifications, please don’t 
hesitate to get in touch.

We look forward to hearing from you!



WISTERIA TREES

OUR TREES
Twilight Trees launched in 2014 with our signature LED Cherry Tree. We now offer a broad range of trees and have become specialists in our 
field. The LED Tree range encompasses Cherry, Maple and the Sunset Palm. The non-LED ranges; ‘Trees in Bloom, ‘Trees in Green’ and ‘Trees 
in Gold’, offer an effective way to deliver large-scale greenery and flora both economically and without the restrictions of seasonality. Our 
Christmas range is simple, yet effective. These trees can work alone or alongside each other and our creative team have the knowledge, 
experience and design expertise to help you achieve your desired look.

Our trees are suitable for use inside and out. All of our LED trees have CE/BS/UL/RoHS certification and are powered by a 13AMP plug. The transformer and cable is rated to IP65 (waterproof) 
international standards and are PAT tested. Twilight Trees have public liability insurance of up to £10 million and RAM documents are available upon request. The LED trees can also be dimmed 
if required.

LED CHERRY 
TREES

LED MAPLE 
TREES

LED PALM TREES

TREES IN BLOOM

CHRISTMAS

TREES IN GREEN

TREES IN GOLD ACCESSORIES



MINI CHERRY TREE

BONSAI

1.5M CHERRY

2M CHERRY

LOLLIPOP CHERRY

GRANDE CHERRY

LED CHERRY TREES
Covered in pretty illuminated petals, 
our LED cherry trees have a brilliant 

sparkle for maximum impact. The LED 
Cherry Trees are stunning in daylight 

but really come to life at night creating 
a magical atmosphere for any event 

and providing a great 
backdrop for pictures.



MINI CHERRY 
TREE
Our mini trees compliment flowers 
and candles or simply stand alone for 
a stunning table display. Perfect for 
weddings, corporate events and 
exclusive dinner occasions. 

The mini trees are beautifully 
designed with bendable branches.

The tree takes 3 x AA batteries 
(included in the rental price) which 
will begin to dim after 6-8 hours of 
operation. 

H.55cm, W.60cm. 

Rental cost per tree: £25+VAT

Please note that there is a minimum order of £395, 
so the Mini Cherry Trees are typically rented as 
part of a larger rental.



The Bonsai cherry is perfect for 
creating a small chic focal point. It can 
be used indoors and out, making it ideal 
for an outdoor table setting or inside on 
a console table. 

They are mains powered and available 
with warm white LEDs.

H.80cm, W.70cm

Rental cost per tree: £55+VAT

Please note that there is a minimum order of £395, so 
Bonsai Cherry Trees are typically rented as part of a 
larger rental.

BONSAI CHERRY



1.5m trees are fantastic in a pot or as 
a serious statement in the centre of a 
table. They make a fantastic wishing 
tree and are a superb complement to 
a guestbook table. 

Suitable for inside and outside use and 
powered by a 13AMP plug.

H.1.5m, W.1.2m

Rental cost per tree: £150+VAT

Please note that there is a minimum order of £395, 
so 1.5m Cherry Trees are typically rented as part of 
a larger rental.

1.5M CHERRY TREE



The 2m Cherry is wonderfully 
versatile. They are a fantastic stand 
alone feature and just perfect as a 
pair. An avenue of trees is always a 
guaranteed breath taker and the 2m 
works incredibly well alongside other 
sizes.

Suitable for inside and outside use and 
powered by a 13AMP plug.

H. 2m, W.1.7m

Rental cost per tree: £195+VAT

Please note that there is a minimum order of £395, 
so Bonsai Cherry Trees are typically rented as part 
of a larger rental.

2M CHERRY TREE



Our Lollipop trees are a true classic.
Ideal for adding height to a venue
without taking up too much space. 
They are particularly effective as a 
pair at the entrance to a venue and 
create an exceptional walkway.

The LEDs start at 1.5m and the 
branches are bendable enabling them 
to fit perfectly into most spaces. 

Suitable for inside and outside use and 
powered by a 13AMP plug.

H. 3m W.1.7m

Rental cost per tree: £245+VAT

Please note that there is a minimum order of £395, 
so Bonsai Cherry Trees are typically rented as part 
of a larger rental.

LOLLIPOP
CHERRY TREE



Grande cherry trees are significant in 
size and make a serious statement, 
amazing on their own but make an 
exceptional orchard. 

If you choose to raise them on plinths 
the trees tower above you creating a 
magical woodland effect.

Suitable for inside and outside use and 
powered by a 13AMP plug.

H.3m, W.2.7m. The LEDs start at 1m

Rental cost per tree: £325+VAT

GRANDE CHERRY 
TREE



MINI MAPLE

BONSAI MAPLE

1.5M MAPLE 

2M MAPLE

3M LOLLIPOP MAPLE

3M GRANDE MAPLE

LED MAPLE TREES
These LED trees have a soft, subtle glow and realistic 
features. A wonderful way to add a twinkle to your 
wedding, event or retail space. 

Our leafy LED Maple Trees come in a choice of three 
leaf colours; white, green and autumnal which makes 
them wonderfully versatile. The branches are cleverly 
interchangeable so you can change the colour as per the 
season. Bespoke colour options are also available to 
order.



Our Mini Maple trees are beautifully 
designed with bendable branches and 
create the most stunning table 
display. Fantastic for weddings, 
corporate events and exclusive dinner 
occasions. 

Available in white green and autumnal 
leaves. The tree takes 3 x AA batteries 
(included in rental price) which will 
begin to dim after 6-8 hours of 
operation. 

H.85cm, W.80cm. The lowest branch 
starts at 45cm. 

Rental cost per tree: £40+VAT

Please note that there is a minimum order of £395, 
so Mini Maple Trees are typically rented as part of 
a larger rental.

MINI MAPLE



The Bonsai Maple trees are the perfect 
size for a side table. The Maple leaves 
bring vibrance and interest into a room 
but at night they cast a warm light into 
the surrounding space, as the light 
shines through the leaves it lifts the 
colours and creates something really 
quite magical. Available in Green or 
Autumnal.

These trees are mains powered and 
available with warm white LEDs.

H.80cm, W.70cm.

Rental cost per tree: £55+VAT

Please note that there is a minimum order of £395, so 
the Bonsai maple trees are typically rented as part of 
a larger rental.

BONSAI MAPLE



1.5m Maple trees are easy to place 
and great for attracting attention in 
retail spaces and restaurants. They 
blend magnificently into a garden 
setting yet come to life at twilight 
when they start to twinkle. The trees 
are typically available with, white, 
green and autumnal leaves and are 
superb for garden parties.

Suitable for inside and outside use and 
powered by a 13AMP plug.

H.1.5m, W.1.2m diameter. 

Rental cost per tree: £165+VAT

Please note that there is a minimum order of £395, 
so the 1.5m maple trees are typically rented as part 
of a larger rental.

1.5M MAPLE



2m Maples bring voluminous leaves to
weddings and events, as well as retail
environments and garden parties. The
trees are available with white, green 
and autumnal leaves.

Suitable for inside and outside use and 
powered by a 13AMP plug.

H.2m, W.1.7m

Rental cost per tree: £250+VAT

Please note that there is a minimum order of £395, 
so the 2m maple trees are typically rented as part 
of a larger rental.

2M MAPLE



Lollipop Maple trees are ideal for 
adding height to a venue without 
taking up too much space. In white 
they look stunning at the end of an 
aisle.

The trees are available with white, 
green and autumnal leaves and can be 
dimmed if required. They are suitable 
for indoors and out and powered by a 
13AMP plug. 

H. 2.8m W.1.7m. The LED’s start at 
1.5m.

Rental cost per tree: £275+VAT

Please note that there is a minimum order of £395, 
so the 2m maple trees are typically rented as part 
of a larger rental.

LOLLIPOP MAPLE



Singularly they are an unmistakable
statement but in a pair they are truly
magnificent. These trees can be raised
on plinths to heighten the lowest 
branch and towering above you they 
create a magical woodland effect.

The trees are available with white, 
green and autumnal leaves. 

H.2.8m W.2.5m. The lowest branch 
starts at 1m. 

Rental cost per tree: £350+VAT

GRANDE MAPLE



TREES FOR ALL 
SEASONS
The true beauty of our trees is that the branches
can be adapted for the style or season. All trees
from 1.5m and upwards are adaptable and this
works particularly well in commercial or 
residential spaces enabling you to keep the look 
constantly updated and fresh.

The maple trees are typically available with 
white, green and autumnal leaves, but many 
colour variations are available to order so please 
enquire. 

The cherry trees have a warm white light. They 
are suitable for indoors and out and powered by 
a 13AMP plug. The trees can be dimmed if
required.

Annual seasonal tree contract with quarterly 
Twilight

Trees visit to update branches:

£POA



LED PALM TREES



LED SUNSET PALM
Standing at 3.5 metres tall, the 
Sunset Palm is big on impact, fun and
charisma. This tree is impressively
realistic by day but as the sun sets 
the hidden LED lights situated high 
up in the leaves bring the tree to life.

Whether you are after a touch of LA 
glamour, a laid back Caribbean vibe 
or planning on boldly embracing the 
energy of the Las Vegas strip, the 
Sunset Palm will not disappoint. 

H.3.5m, W.3.3m

Rental cost per tree: £325+VAT



LED PARTY TREE



Party Tree by name, party tree by nature! This 
whopping LED willow tree is not quite like 
anything you’ve seen before. Our LED Party 
Tree is fun, versatile, mesmerising and 
undeniably impressive. When the sun goes 
down our lights go up, bringing LED to a whole 
new level. Seven LED colourways open up a 
breadth of opportunity. The lights can be set to 
one colour, fade in and out, offer a softer 
twilight twinkle or go on full multi-colour 
firecracker mode. Pair with our chill out 
cushions for a more relaxed vibe. This tree has 
it all. It’s the perfect tree for parties and 
colourful weddings or to celebrate big events 
such as Halloween, Diwali, New Year’s Eve. At 
4.5 metres high and 3.5 wide this tree is sure to 
get your guests talking.

H. 4.5 m W. 3.5m.

Rental cost per tree: £750 +VAT

LED PARTY TREE



BLOSSOM POM

JAPANESE BLOSSOM

APPLE BLOSSOM

GRANDE BLOSSOM

TREES IN BLOOM
Realistic and quite simply breath taking, our 

non-LED tree range ‘Trees in Bloom’ will 
turn heads all year round providing a much-

desired look without the restrictions of 
seasonality. These beautiful trees are 

handcrafted to the highest standard with 
authentic wood, hand painted resin bark 

and stunning silk blooms. A cost effective
way to achieve large scale flora, the Trees 
in Bloom are show stopping at a wedding 

and fantastic in retail and 
commercial spaces. 



The Blossom Pom is a charming take
on our Grande Blossom Tree and
makes a beautiful table centre. The
multi-tonal pink blossoms tumble
together in this playful ball of blooms
which is gently broken up by realistic
apple green leaves.

These trees are totally irresistible and
perfect for a wedding.

H. 1.2 m W. 70cm.

Rental cost per tree: £45 +VAT

Please note that there is a minimum order of £395, 
so the Blossom Poms are typically rented as part of 
a larger rental.

BLOSSOM POMS



PINK 
JAPANESE 
BLOSSOMS
These charming Japanese blossom 
trees are simple, pretty and perfect in 
a pair, or as an orchard. This tree has a 
rustic wooden trunk leading up to 
branches which hold beautiful silk mix 
petals in various tones of pink which 
create a colourful and multi 
dimensional effect. Stunning at a 
wedding or summer party. 

H.3m, W.1.7m

Rental cost per tree: £200+VAT

Please note that there is a minimum order of £395, 
so the Japanese Blossoms are typically rented as 
part of a larger rental.



The Apple Blossom Trees are the smaller 
version of the Grande Cherry Blossom Trees 
and stand-alone or make the most perfect 
accompaniment. The trunk and branches are 
made from real tree branches but stripped of 
bark so that they have the same natural 
sculptural curves. The blossoms themselves 
are multi tonal pink and their delicate frothy 
layers give the tree a generous volume and 
floral density. Fresh greens are introduced 
towards the base of the blooms and continue 
into the dainty leaves which finish off the look. 
The Apple Blossom trees will work anywhere 
and can’t fail to charm.

Dimensions vary slightly but circa H.2.8m. 
W.1.8m

Rental cost per tree: £200 +VAT

Please note that there is a minimum order of £395, so the 
Apple Blossoms are typically rented as part of a larger rental.

PINK 
APPLE 

BLOSSOMS



GRANDE 
PINK BLOSSOMS
The Grande Blossom trees are truly
stunning. The volume of fluffy petals 
in various shades of pink create a 
multi-tonal density that is often 
mistaken for the real deal. The trunk is 
handcrafted from resin which is then 
painted by hand. Real wooden 
branches then explode into incredibly 
beautiful silk mix petals. A wonderful 
option when looking for large scale 
flora and perfect paired with our 
smaller Blossom Poms.

H.3.5m, W.3.5m

Rental cost per tree: £440+VAT



These trees are classic and feminine.
Small and perfectly formed they are 
designed at the perfect height for a 
table centre.

The Blossom Poms compliment our 
larger blossom trees perfectly 
especially when used on multiple 
tables to complete the look.

H.1.2. W.70cm

Rental cost per tree: £45 +VAT

Please note that there is a minimum order of £395, 
so the Blossom Poms are typically rented as part of 
a larger rental.

WHITE BLOSSOM 
POMS



The Japanese Blossom Trees are the 
smaller version of the Grande Cherry 
Blossom Trees. The trunk and branches are 
made from real tree branches but stripped 
of bark so that they have the same natural 
sculptural curves but a lighter tonal quality. 
The blossoms themselves are cotton white 
and their delicate frothy layers give the 
tree a generous volume and floral density. 
Multi tonal fresh greens are introduced 
towards the base of the blooms and 
continue into the dainty leaves which finish 
off the look. The Japanese Blossom trees 
will work anywhere and can’t fail to charm.

Dimensions vary slightly but circa H.2.8m. 
W.1.7m

Rental cost per tree: £200 +VAT

Please note that there is a minimum order of £395, so the 
Japanese Blossoms are typically rented as part of a 
larger rental

WHITE 
JAPANESE 

BLOSSOMS



The Apple Blossom Trees are the smaller 
version of the Grande Cherry Blossom Trees 
and stand-alone or make the most perfect 
accompaniment. The trunk and branches are 
made from real tree branches but stripped of 
bark so that they have the same natural 
sculptural curves. The blossoms themselves 
are multi tonal pink and their delicate frothy 
layers give the tree a generous volume and 
floral density. Fresh greens are introduced 
towards the base of the blooms and continue 
into the dainty leaves which finish off the 
look. The Apple Blossom trees will work 
anywhere and can’t fail to charm.

H.2.8m. W.1.8m

Rental cost per tree: £200 +VAT

Please note that there is a minimum order of £395, so the 
Apple Blossoms are typically rented as part of a larger 
rental

WHITE 
APPLE 

BLOSSOMS



A winding sculpted resin trunk leads 
up to handcrafted wooden branches 
from which smaller branches, 
impeccably realistic leaves and clouds 
of silk mix blossoms come tumbling in 
different organic sizes and tones. The 
Grande Blossom trees are glorious, 
romantic and uplifting. 

Our smaller Blossom Poms are the 
perfect compliment to this tree 
especially when used on multiple 
tables.

These trees are H3.5m W3.5m

Rental cost per tree: £440+VAT

GRANDE
WHITE 
BLOSSOMS



WISTERIA

WISTERIA POMS
WISTERIA TREE

GRANDE WISTERIA
WISTERIA ARCH

WISTERIA STEMS

There’s something about the tumbling 
wisteria petals swaying in the breeze 
that bring out the romance in people. 

From Wisteria Poms to our Grande 
Wisteria’s, you can’t be anything but 

impressed by its delicate appearance. If 
you are after a bold yet feminine scene-

setter, these trees are for you.



Tumbling wisteria petals make a 
charming floral display at a fraction of 
the price of using real flora. The 
Wisteria Poms are ideal for using at 
the end of an aisle or inside a 
marquee.

The Wisteria Poms truly compliment 
the Wisteria tree and look sensational 
mixed with the white and green LED 
maples.

H.1.8m, W.1.2m.

Rental cost per tree: £75+VAT

Please note that there is a minimum order of £395, 
so the Wisteria Poms are typically rented as part of 
a larger rental.

WISTERIA POMS



Standing at 4.2m tall this tree is not 
only beautiful, it is incredibly 
impressive. The trunk is sculpted 
from resin and then hand painted to 
create a lifelike effect whilst the silk 
petals tumble down delicately from 
the branches.

Whether used as a grand centre-
piece for an event, romantic setting 
for a ceremony or raised above a 
bar in all its splendor, the Wisteria 
Tree cannot fail to wow your guests.

H.4.2m in height, W.3.5m

Rental cost per tree: £440+VAT

WISTERIA TREE



Wider than it is tall, the Grande 
Wisteria is both impressive and 
incredibly beautiful. The trunk is 
sculpted from resin and then hand 
painted to create a life-like effect 
whilst the silk petals tumble down 
delicately from the branches. The 
petals fall to 1.7m and create an 
enchanting and expansive canopy.

H.4.2m in height, W 4.5m 

Rental cost per tree: £550+VAT

GRANDE 
WISTERIA



These whimsical wisteria arches 
achieve the perfect pairing of 
nature and romance. Wisteria has 
such a short seasonality and is so 
delicate in nature that to be able to 
create something so realistic out of 
faux blooms is really quite special. 
Use as a gateway to your secret 
garden party or listen to the blooms 
gently swaying in the breeze above 
as you say I do… 

Available in violet or white.

H.2.4mm in height, W.1.7m

Rental cost per arch: £150+VAT

Please note that there is a minimum order of 
£395, so the Wisteria Arch is typically rented as 
part of a larger rental.

WISTERIA ARCH



Wisteria stems are perfectly versatile. 
You can use individual stems to 
introduce additional colour tones and 
dimensions into existing trees or they 
can be used to create a feature on 
their own. Available in white or violet 
these soft silk mix blooms are formed 
of multiple delicate petals and 
contrasted against its natural 
greenery. The perfect compliment to 
the Wisteria and Grande Wisteria 
trees, the Wisteria Pom’s and 
Wisteria Arches. The Wisteria 
Branches open a door to all kinds of 
creativity and our team looks forward 
to presenting the perfect styling 
options for your wedding or event.

POA.

Please note that there is a minimum order of £395, 
so the Wisteria Poms are typically rented as part of 
a larger rental.

WISTERIA STEMS



TIG POM
MID TIG

GRANDE TIG

TREES IN GREEN
The ‘Trees in Green’ collection showcases 

the highest level of craftsmanship. The 
design is entirely sympathetic with that of 

nature’s finest and the simplicity of its form 
makes it a blank canvas for styling. 

Impressive luxury is paired with fresh and 
rustic elements and the results are 

breath taking.



Our TIG Poms are playfully spherical 
and work well at the end of a church 
pew, on a pedestal as a wishing tree 
and are a natural choice for a table 
centre. The TIG Poms truly 
compliment the Grande TIG and are 
charming accessorised in any way you 
like. We love to style them with white 
blossom petals, colourful butterflies, 
oranges, Christmas decorations, the 
list goes on.

H. 1.2m W 70cm

Rental cost per tree: £45 + VAT

Please note that there is a minimum order of £395, 
so the TIG Poms are typically rented as part of a 
larger rental.

TIG Poms



MID TIG
The Mid TIG is a character. This tree 
has a natural wooden rustic trunk and 
tumbling rich green leaves which fall 
in an organic and playful way. These 
trees work beautifully in numbers and 
make a wonderful walkway. When 
teamed with the Grande TIG and TIG 
Pom it creates a rich green forest of 
epic proportions. The trees can be left 
au naturel or styled with extra foliage, 
fruit, birds or hanging tea lights to 
create your own unique look.

H.2.8m x W.1.7m

Rental cost per tree: £200+VAT

Please note that there is a minimum order of £395, 
so the Mid TIG’s are typically rented as part of a 
larger rental.



GRANDE TIGS
Our Grande TIG is bold and luscious. 
Incredibly versatile it can just as easily 
be the feature of a room as it can a 
subtle and natural backdrop. The 
perfect tree to style your own way, 
the Grande TIG can be anything you 
want it to be. Whether used as a 
grand centrepiece for an event, raised 
above a bar in all its glory or as a prop 
for stage and screen, the Grande TIG 
is an impressive and natural choice. 
The tree is 3.5m in height, 3.5m 
diameter.

H.3.5m, W.3.5m

Rental cost per tree: £450+VAT



GOLD LEAF

GOLD FOREST

GOLDEN DELICIOUS

TREES IN GOLD
The Trees in Gold collection is rich, eye 

catching and truly magical. Lovingly 
hand crafted, these trees are perfect 

for an awards ceremony, Christmas or 
weddings. The Golden Delicious and 

Gold Leaf have a presence that will 
enrich your event and leave guests in 

awe… or should we say ‘ore’.



Totally unique and painstakingly 
handcrafted, the Gold Leaf tree 
stands at 1.2 metres and makes the 
perfect table centre. Gold from base 
to leaf, this tree is opulent yet 
graceful. The lustrous leaves are semi 
opaque which gives it an air of 
weightlessness. This tree is to be 
admired singularly but the power is in 
numbers and paired with the Golden 
Delicious, there’s just no contest.

Dimensions vary slightly but circa 
H. 1.2m W 70cm

Rental cost per tree: £60 + VAT

Please note that there is a minimum order of £395, 
so the Gold Leaf trees are typically rented as part 
of a larger rental.

GOLD LEAF



These trees are have a presence that 
is nothing short of magical. Each tree 
varies in shape and size to create an 
enchanting golden forest. For an even 
bolder statement team with The 
Golden Delicious and Gold Leaf for a 
truly extraordinary display.

Dimensions vary slightly but circa 
H. 2.8m W 1.8m

Rental cost per tree: £220 + VAT

Please note that there is a minimum order of £395, 
so the Gold Forest trees are typically rented as part 
of a larger rental.

GOLD FOREST



GOLDEN 
DELICIOUS
It’s safe to say that this tree is entirely 
unique and undisputedly majestic. Its 
bold and twisted trunk gleams as it 
winds up towards the golden 
branches where delicate gold leaves 
flutter in the breeze. Perfect for an 
awards ceremony, Chinese new year, 
Christmas or weddings. The Golden 
Delicious trees are as solid as gold 
bullion but juxtaposed against the 
light and luminescent gold leaves it 
has the most remarkable presence 
and one that will make your event 
stand out from the crowd. Paired with 
the Gold Leaf trees, the look is 
complete.

Dimensions vary slightly but circa 

H.3.5m, W.3.5m

Rental cost per tree: £500+VAT



FROSTED FIR

FROSTED LED CHRISTMAS TREE

FROSTED HALF CHRISTMAS TREE

LED WINTER WONDERLAND TREE

CHRISTMAS
Perfectionists though and through, it took 

4 years for Twilight Trees for enter the 
foray of Christmas trees but we’ve dipped 
our toes in and here is our first range. For 
rental only and in high demand make sure 

you secure your dates now.



A perfectly formed pine with a dusting 
of frost. This tree brings the magic of 
the festive season to life. The dark 
evergreen is 155cm tall and is the 
perfect size and shape for a table 
centre, placed around the room or in a 
uniform line along a row of long 
tables.

H. 1.55cm W 70cm

Rental cost per tree: £45 + VAT

Please note that there is a minimum order of £395, 
so the Frosted Fir trees are typically rented as part 
of a larger rental.

FROSTED FIR



This tree is traditional in style with an 
ever so slight dusting of snow and 
true to form, has a little twinkle! At 
2.3m tall it’s the perfect tree either on 
it’s own or accompanied by the 
Frosted Trees.

H. 2.3m

Rental cost per tree: £165 + VAT

Please note that there is a minimum order of £395, 
so the Frosted LED Christmas trees are typically 
rented as part of a larger rental.

FROSTED LED 
CHRISTMAS TREE



FROSTED HALF 
CHRISTMAS TREE
For narrower areas we also offer a 
frosted half Christmas tree. These 
trees do not come with lights but they 
can be added if required. H. 2.8m

Dimensions vary slightly but circa 

H.2.8m

Rental cost per tree: £110+VAT

Please note that there is a minimum order of £395, 
so the Frosted Half Christmas trees are typically 
rented as part of a larger rental.



LED WINTER 
WONDERLAND 
TREE
Add instant festive sparkle with our 
Winter Wonderland LED trees. These 
work brilliantly as a group or with our 
LED Christmas Trees. 

Dimensions vary slightly but circa 

H2.1m x W1.7m

Rental cost per tree: £75+VAT

Please note that there is a minimum order of £395, 
so the Frosted LED Christmas trees are typically 
rented as part of a larger rental.



Our faux Living Wall offers a dense 
fauna look which is natural looking 
yet impressive. It can be used as a 
photo backdrop, to segregate a 
space or to bring the feeling of the 
outside in.

Living Wall measures 2.5m x 2.3m
Colours, designs and styles can be 
made to specification. Please 
enquire.

Rental cost: £250+VAT

Please note that there is a minimum order of 
£395, so these panels are typically rented as 
part of a larger rental.

FAUX LIVING 
WALLS



STYLING
We have an eclectic range of accessories to 

add that little something extra to your 
event. Whether it be a tea light for your 

table or an array of exotic birds. Here is an 
example of some of our accessories but if 

you don’t see what you’re looking for 
please just ask.



LOVE SPECS
Love Specs turn every light on our 
trees into a rainbow of hearts. 
Absolutely perfect for a wedding and 
such a great talking point at a party. 
100% of their profits go to the Love 
Support Unite foundation which 
supports communities in Malawi.

Wedding pack: 

100 paper specs and 2 x white flip heart 

glasses £190

Multiple packs of 20 can be bought for £40

Please note that there is a minimum order of £395, 
so our Love Specs are typically rented as part of a 
larger rental.



Twilight Trees are incredibly versatile but it’s the finish of the tree that will truly set the 
tone.

Our design team are magicians at styling the trees. Whether you are looking for a 
modern and sleek finish or rustic and natural, once we have secured the tree in place the 
base of the tree becomes a blank canvas.

Plinths, pots and wooden surrounds can dramatically change the scale and feel of the 
trees. They can be made to any dimension and finished with an endless array of design 
elements. Plinths can also be used to raise the height of a tree so as not to obstruct the 
eye-line or so that staff can work underneath a tree raised in the centre of a bar.

Bases can be painted, branded, or dressed in a varying array of materials. Felt covered 
bases tend to be sleek and sophisticated and glass or acrylic mirrored fascia’s create a 
polished and modern look. Hessian is rustic yet classic and moss works particularly well 
alongside our whole range. Other options include pebbles, sand, wood or slate chips. We 
often collaborate with florists and have strong links with both faux and real grass 
companies.

DESIGN OPTIONS AND FINAL TOUCHES



A FEW PEOPLE WE HAVE 
WORKED WITH… Wow, wow, wow! I can not compliment this wonderful company enough. From start to finish to 

service was incredibly smooth. I was dealing with Hannah and she was so helpful throughout. We 
hired the cherry blossom tree which we have had so many compliments about. On the day and since 
people are still talking about the gorgeous tree. At the beginning of the day we used it as our table 
plan with peoples names hanging off on a mini envelope then inside it told them the table they were 
sitting at. Then during our wedding breakfast it was the main focus as you came down the stairs. 
Honestly I’m so glad I found this company and can’t recommend enough. 
Money very well spent!!

“Your Twilight Trees made my daughters wedding a fairytale we all believed it to be. You 
transformed an institutional room into a sparking forest. Your team were utterly reliable both in 
putting the trees up and taking them down- you kept to your estimate and more than produced the 
goods. I would be happy to recommend you to anyone and we are all very grateful to you for your 
hard work.”

“Thank you so much for all your hard work and wonderful Twilight Trees for our wedding in 
December. It truly was magical, just like a winter wonderland! I absolutely loved walking down to 
the church between the avenue of lit Cherry Trees, and then dancing all night under your 
spectacular Grand Maple. Thank you so much for creating such a fantastic set-up for the day, we 
really appreciate how smoothly everything went and how friendly the Twilight Trees team were. The 
same word keeps popping up to describe it all - MAGICAL.”

“Thank you for an amazing job last night. The client was over the moon with the quality and the look 
of the trees - everyone was commenting on how stunning they were! They really were pivotal to the 
overall look and feel of the room and it wouldn’t have been half as successful if we hadn’t had them. 
Susie and the onsite team were a complete joy to work with and their attention to detail was second 
to none. Thanks again guys and I look forward to working with you again in the near future!”

“What an amazing team and a pleasure to work with. Beautiful trees and a top quality product.”
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